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QUESTION 1

Which one of the following options is CORRECT about Temporal Tables? 

A. Temporal tables are complex to maintain and require major application changes. 

B. Temporal tables require constant changes to the operating system timestamp in order to navigate through time in the
database. 

C. Temporal tables are used to model data in the past and present. They cannot be used to model data in the future. 

D. Temporal tables are used to model data in the past, present, and future. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 2

Which of the following options does NOT describe a benefit of DB2\\'s Row Compression? 

A. Compression allows you to reduce CPU workload because there is less data to process. 

B. Compression allows you to retrieve the same amount of data using fewer disk operations (I/O). 

C. Compression allows you to cache more data in the buffer pools using the same amount of space. 

D. Compression allows you to store the same amount of data in less space, which can significantly save storage costs. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 3

In a DB2 pureScale environment, which of the following statements is NOT a characteristic of the cluster caching
facility? 

A. This component is used to balance the workload through a global workload resource pool. 

B. This component is used to coordinate locking through a global lock manager to prevent conflicting access to the
same table data by different members. 

C. This component is used to keep page caching consistent across all members through a shared group buffer pool. 

D. This component provides a global buffer pool. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 4

Which one of the following options is FALSE? 
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A. WLM is not supported in DB2 pureScale environments. 

B. HADR with multiple standbys supports reads on all standby databases. 

C. Implementation of a row and column access control policy is transparent to applications accessing the database. 

D. The INGEST utility is capable of transforming and loading data from files and pipes at high speeds into DB2 tables. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 5

What is a table space in DB2? 

A. A table space is an area of main memory that has been allocated by the database manager for the purpose of
caching table and index data as it is read from the physical media. 

B. A table space is a DB2 component that manages access to databases. 

C. A table space is a space reserved for catalog tables and base table data. 

D. A table space is a logical storage grouping that can be composed of one or more containers. 

Correct Answer: D 
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